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MAY 1991
S/23/91 HATONN
THURSDAY
Hatonn present. As we sit to pen
this day, my being is filled with
love and compassion for you, my
people/brothers. This does not denote “ownership” but rather, “one
with ” . Ah, your languages are
filled with contradictions almost to
the point of extinction of original
meanings.
Even names bear
meaning and rarely is a “name”
chosen which is unguided from
higher knowledge.
I will use as
example, herein, one who continues to send assurance and support
to us in love and understanding and
above all, patience, as the play unfolds.
Her name is Janell, his
Gear e (a good name if I ever
hear cf one).
Even if he were
blinded to purpose and understanding, it 1s still a most wondrous name. Those who effort to
fi re out what in the world kind
oP name is Gyeorgos only find it to
be George by any spelling. What
means this term a plied to a person? Worker of lzarth or pertaining to work
on Earth
or
within/upon earth. So, if you take
my name, for instance, you will
find identification beyond the obvious “label”. Gyeorgos (George)
meaning work focused on Earth.
Ceres (nurturing, birthing, growing, planting--feminine aspect of
Hatonn
(Directly
proGod),
nounced with a silent “H” denoting
the masculine aspect of God and
the “all in one-ness”--Aton). Will
this hold true in every language?
Yes, for there will be derivations
of the labels in EVERY language
even though they sound, in verbal
tones, nothing alike.
So, George is, by George, a good
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name and I often have to nudge
ones with that label to cause them
to question their directions for it is
a method of labeling through which
we can make connections with our
own team-mates.
Now, allow us to look at “Janell”
(now please, dear ones, don’t all of
you send me your labels for investigation--I am onl speaking example here and P cannot ask
Dharma to spend time at label
identification). Jane11 is a feminine
construction of both “John” and
“Jacob”, meaning, in order, God is
good, goodnes& bearer of Truth of
goodness and Beloved of God in
oodness and successor.
Therefore, you have one who is sent, or
comes forth, in God oodness and
is a successor to truth %ringers who
have passed the way and/or returned to advance in learning and
goodness--even if the journey is
only lessoned by seemingly narrow
boundaries of limited circumstance.
the portion
“nell” is
Now,
representative of a light or torch.
Therefore, by all identification
unto me, I know that the label was
chosen for this one, regardless of
present, past or future experience,
to allow us to find contact with a
successor light or torchbearer of
the goodness of God.
Can labels be intentionally for
disinformation to contactees? Yes
indeed--but it only takes the blink
of an eye to know Truth from Lie.
Do not be further misled into
thinking
that visible ph sical
circumstance means very muc 41--for
to God, who will ultimately recall
all fragments--the knowledge is
seen on the inner screen through
the projector within soul, never requiring even the eye blinking
-1
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“time“. As we serve and look for
our contacts--we have to scan and
locate.
Sometimes ones have
greatly strayed from the service of
God and moved without the flock
of God-ness. It ultimately matters
not, for the journey will continue
elsewhere or “again” if the direction is not found in a given cycle.
So, Jane11 has sent me a little clipping of a “Phoenix” which I ~111
share for it expresses “meaning”.
‘(The legendary Phoenix represents
the sun which dies each night and
rises again each morning. Like the
fabulous bird which emerged from
the ashes to become larger,
stronger and more otent than
ever, you can emerge P om the dark
and start life anew.” Our symbol
further denotes the endless immortality of soul growth and the
endless cycles from and a ain into
the oneness with Creator/ 8 reation.
To deceive you, the G6d adversary, satanic opposition to goodness, has pronounced the symbol to
be “Pagan” (whatever that means)
and usually gives it a serpent
tongue and evil connotation so that
you would be pushed from desire
to join with that which comes from
“space” with abilit to traverse
space and comes at x e changing of
c cles of Man on terra lanets.
ii e purpose of physical li Pe is the
growth of the soul within the
physical Man, through myriads of
experiences.
But you see, life is
endless--only, changed and all
things have life in some manner or
another--for GOD IS LIFE. Evil
is an experience of PHYSICAL OR
“ADVERSARY II EXPERIENCE-RELATED ONLY TO PHYSIThis
CAL MANIFESTATION.
can carry through many levels or
#7

dimensions until the body physical
is cast off as a necessar growing
vehicle--i.e., when the cKild learns
to ride the bicycle--he no longer
needs the training wheels. As you
grow into oneness with Creator
you further have opportunity to reexperience or “serve” in capacities
of
ides or teachers at man levels Pdimensions. But, when x e dimension of service is a wholly
physical manifestation--the a reement is to forfeit memory 0 F the
perfection so that the experience is
valid and relative to that which you
are experiencing.
For instance, Man must relate to
that which he IS and in the ph sical experience he desires to re1ate
to the physical for that is all his
consciousness can confront on that
plane. This is why Man is given
to worship things and/or other Men
for the forget their relationships
with alYCreation. This is why we
use the fingers of a very Earthbound person (Man--generic of
species) with only denotation of
“dharma” for that simply means
the expression of right behavior;
conformity
to
the
Law
of
God/Creation; Virtue, Truth and
Righteousness.
You see, in my
scribe I would need the experiences
attained in the greatest of the
learning cycles--a relationship with
Aton of ancient history u on your
lace wherein you could Eegin refating to historical data--ancient
Egypt. But I would also recognize
the lineage passing through the
training of ancient Greece--thus
Doris, or “Dorina woman” meanin from the ancient lineage of
tri%al Dorians and one who had
served as teacher of balanced life
experience and one who came from
the line of Nereus who attended
“one with the sea”, for the teaching
would come again from the Sea as
from the elder continents of Earth
with expectations of the risin
again from the Sea--a oneness wi t/i
that one ou might have referred to
as Posei Bon. I was also instructed
that she would bear the name of
Eloise which indicates a connection
with bearer of Light and frankly
associated with the creation of the
perfection
of Lucifer
(which
‘name” means Lightbearer).
(We
shall not discuss the corruption
herein.) Further, she would bear
the symbol in her name of Elijah
which prophet always is sent in

precedence to God’s ap earance
and the bringer of Truth Prom and
with God. She would also be in
total connection with the Dove and
the Eagle, being birthed in the sign
of the scorpion as the Eagle of
Gold and yet the Dove of peace--as
in the name of Jon--surname of
Jones.
Did I know whom I
sought? Indeed--but she did not!
Therein is the mystery.
Do NOT get hung-up on such as
the above for it is only a clue,
nothing more and if you attend
what ‘might be”, you miss entire1 --that which IS. Always, accar cying to service, the clues are
unfolded for your confirmation-not for your games-playing.
There will be no groups built
around this entity by any name.
There will be no groupies or cults
built around one Hatonn-we want
no groupies nor cults--we are
bringing the unfolding of Truth
and Lighted insight--along with
other brothers of the species. Focus? There must be focus which is
unfolded in Truth of various
bringers of the Truth--but the
bringer of the, Truth is not im ortam--IT IS THE TRUTH WH CH
HOLDS IMPORTANCE,
AND
TRUTH WILL STAND ON ITS
OWN MERIT THROUGHOUT
INFINITY. If a speaker deviates
and “gives permission” to act in a
given manner--against the laws of
God and Creation--he has deviated
in Truth. This does not mean that
ALL he brings is lie for the deceiver will never give forth ALL
LIES--he mesmerizes you in the
Truth and when you’re entranced,
he will sell you the LIE. Purchase
price? Portions of your soul--you
will serve longer in the dark cycles
of the compression of the physical
limitations.

f

Make a good day of this that ye
have been given--for ye know not
~;~,wh$
it may be thine last.
S/24/91 HATONN
FRIDAY
HatoM present in Light and Truth
that we may share. “Man cannot
live by bread alone!” and it is so.
You who write ask excellent questions which it seems we do not
have time nor space to adequately
2
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respond but I do try to incorporate
them into the writings as the find
suitable placement. One sue K, for
instance, is a second inquiry as to
wh
we do not use YAWEH
an cy/or YAMOSHUA instead of the
ones I use. Because, *two reasons,
some of the terms utilized are actually designations of “Satan” and not
the “Christos” and some are simply
labels given by “foreign” languages
other than English in which I am
communicating.
I have told you
rior to this, God does not “hear”
fanguage--if you call out to God
and you call him Bob, Joe, Yaweh,
Yewah, Jasuah, Jmmanuel and/or
Dingleberr --it matters not, FOR
IT IS T %E INTENT WHICH
GOD RECEIVES. This is why I
must again remind you ones that it
is what is in the heart intent (you
see, even that is incorrect for the
heart is but a muscle that pumps
blood)--what is in the energy soul
intent which makes the communication with God. If you become
hung-up on names you have missed
the point and ou are still locked
into the PHY !IICAL PLANE BY
ANY NAME!
I have also received many references and objections to ‘Thou shall
not commit adultery! ” Some write
to tell me that “adultery” is simply
“adulteration”
or the act of
“diluting” or introducing another
substance into an original--thereby
possibly improving, as well as dereciatmg, a substance. No sale,
fJrothers. As a matter of fact, that
which
is
of
ou
speak
“adulteration” wKich ha; been construed to be as above. The actual
definition as given is to corrupt, to
debase or to make impure b the
addition of a foreign or in r erior
substance; esp: to prepare for sale
by the addition of a foreign or inferior or less valuable or inert ingredients. (This is a no-no, too!)
Adultery: voluntary sexual intercourse between a married man and
someone other than his ‘wife and/or
between a married woman and
someone other than her husband.
[These are r Webster’s definitions
and yet, they certainly do not cover
all the “thou shalt nots” as regarding sexual behavior.] You can
rewrite the laws if you choose and
vou can make it humanlv OK and
ie al if ou choose--IT* MAKES
N8T ONE IOTA OF DIFFER#7

ENCE--IT IS AGAINST THE
LAWS OF GOD. I DID NOT,
HOWEVER.
SAY
IT
IS
AGAINST THE LAWS OF NATURE/CREATION!
The Laws of God are given forth
for HUMAN behavior m order to
maintain balance within Creation-in harmony and balance. Anything
that brings lies and irres onsible
behavior is against the aws of
God. The Laws of Creation will
simply toss you off into oblivion if
you overpopulate, over pollute,
etc. God gives Man laws by which
to live in balance and harmony--no
more and no less. Cultures bear
differing connotations respecting
interrelationships of Man, but the
ones which are presented as the basic rules of God are those which
will, if followed, bring the highest
measure of harmony and balance in
relationship to and relationships of
Man.

f

The next subject is a bit more
complicated for it will deal with
mixture of races, creeds and colors
of human beings. At this point I
always get,
. ..but dogs mix,
horses mix, cows mix” ad nauseam. They DO NOT mix if left
in balanced herds or acks. Look
at the birds of the Pields--look at
the numbers of species of the sparrow--great flocks of striped headed
sparrows will be merged with great
flocks of black bibbed ones and
the in turn will min le with the
ju rli OS and finches-- %ut do not
breed with them.
Mostly, also,
you will find that the majority of
wild-life will mate with a single
mate if left alone where it can be
one-to-one mating to propagate the
species.
You arrange it so that
herds only have one male for many
females, etc. God did not create it
that way.
When you mix races, creeds and
colors of humans you are playing
with two separate situations--you
are basically confusing “culture”
and “traditions” which can cause
great pain to one or another of the
pair and/or offspring and what ou
do not realize is that those di B erences come from outside your
planet for when the races were introduced onto the planet they were
from different origins and cosmic
placements of great variations in
experiences but all HUMAN.

Therefore, all are identical in the
sight of God for there is only one
color in God’s vision of creation-light. You perceive “light” to be
white for it has no color at all but
is made up of all colors.
The
darker race chooses to call itself
“black’‘--no, that is grossly incorrect for the “black” is not
“black” which means the total absence of color.
The so-called
“blacks” are the most beauteous
hues of bronzes and tans of your
planet, followed by your “brown”
race of golden browns and earth
hues of superb spectrum--then the
golden race stemming from the socalled Orientals and the wondrous
projection of the red-bronze hue of
the native cultures--of all, the
white is the most colorless and
most
quite
frankly,
the
’ adulterated” and wimpish of all
races, having no superiority in
most instances and therefore utilizin self-proclaimed POWER BY
CIREUMSTANCE!
I have no intentions of enlarging
on this subject at this time and
lease do not demand it for we
1 ave such urgent material to cover
that you had better just look at the
color within and stop the nonsense.
If
ersons
wish
to
cross
color Pcreed barriers then so be it.
The problem grows reater for you
as ones come fo Iii-l to retrieve
species to return to “home base”-all galactic placements are not as
wondrously giving and accepting
as is Pleiades and even there, there
will be planets wherein cross-over
Not from mean
is unacceptable.
perception but for reservation of a
species. This is 4 HY Man should
think carefully about his behaviors-God has no color preference--Human does in most instances (not
being better one from another--just
different for given experiences) and
as the journey from the physical,
as you know it on Earth, progresses and placement moves entities onto other placements--the encounters continue with that which
you call “human” species of one
sort or another.
CHRISTOS VS. WHATEVER
Another reason that I fail to utilize
ALL names for God is that I simply don’t know them all and care
not to know them all. It is perhaps
time to realize something ex-

tremel important and that is the
break ctown of service of cosmic
brothers in this time of Earth transition and near annihilation. Part
of the reason you have such incredible chaos is the fact of mingling of races and species from
elsewhere in the universe.
You
didn’t “just happen” to be in
predominantly one race in one
place and an$$r in other. You
happenstancely
did
not
“appear” as Jl is or that and neither
was it through “blending” of the
races nor sun intensity, etc. That
is the biggest bunch of tampered
BS every perpetrated upon you
ones as a civilization of humans.
I would like to remind
ou of
something most important-- x ose of
you, for instance, who recognize
the teachings of one called Ramtha.
I take no note particular of Ramtha
for he is not of m ogg~Lr
‘interest” as Hatomi, E
But remember--you followers of
Ramtha--He told you that he had
returned to ather HIS people! So
be it and seKah! There are many,
MANY come forth at this time to
gather individual groups, followers
and species of origin from iven
Mysel 4 ingalactic placements.
eluded--1 am come to gather my
races if a propriate--BUT I AM
COMMIS&ONED
WITH THE
OVERALL DUTY OF TARING
ALL OFF WHO ARE GROWN
UNDERHIGHER
INTO
STANDING AND FREOUENCY
ABILITY -TO MARE- TRANSITION FOR IT IS THE TIME
OF CYCLES IN WHICH THE
PLANET WILL EITHER BE
SHAPED UP OR EVACUATED
TO ALLOW FOR REBIRTHING
AND
HEALING
OF
THE
WOUNDED “MOTHER”.
This is why you will find craft and
beings from myriads of galactic
locations here at this time--to tend
of the flocks and participate in the
transitional change. Much of the
higher “sorting” will take place according to “preference” and “following ’ as you are brought into
original safety. You perceive that
a LOT is happening on your world
and within ~s;~mfig
e;ri
riences--Y 0
OUT HERE! It is a time of God
sortin according to learning, His
own Pragments of experience into
proper categories, if you will, for

.>
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ultimate1 THERE IS NO DIFFERENZE BUT AS LONG AS
THERE ARE PERCEPTIONS OF
INDIVIDUAL
PHYSICAL
BEINGNESS--THERE
IS
DEFINITELY MANIFESTED
“DIFFERENCE”.

THEY ARE NOT TOTALLY OF
GOD
FOR
GOD
ALWAYS
ENCOURAGES YOU TO LOOK
AT ALL SO THAT YOU CAN
SEE THAT WHICH STANDS
AFTER
ALL
ELSE
FALLS
AWAY.

THE IN-DEPTH AND TOTAL
UNDERSTANDING IS NOT A
THING OF THE PHYSICAL
DIMENSION CALLED EARTH
OR SIMILAR PLANETARY EXPERIENCE--IF YOU HAVE ALL
THOSE
ANSWERS
YOU
WOULD
NOT
BE
ON A
PLANET SUCH AS EARTH, EXPERIENCING.
WHAT HAPPENS LATER? IT IS NOT FOR
ME TO SAY AND IF ONES
TELL
YOU
THAT
THEY
KNOW--THEY LIE OR THE
SPEAKER
IS ILL-ADVISED.
You can measure comprehension
only so far and the rest has to be
left to God and higher understanding. This does not mean
that you might not know, for most
have experienced already, that of
which we speak. If, however, you
continue to put the cart in front of
the horse--you are going to have a
long and miserable journey. You
may have instant revelation into
knowledge that there is total
KNOWING--you will not, however, HAVE total KNOWING in
an ing called PHYSICAL FOR
A!P I WROTE ON THE YESTERDAY--THE TWO ARE NOT
THE SAME--PHYSICAL
AND
SPIRITUAL ARE TWO PERCEPTIONS .

A friend has presented the Saint
Germain Press, Inc., 1120 Stonehed e Dr., Shaumburg, Illinois
60154 as a source of the “I AM”
Religious Activity of the Saint
Germain Foundatron.
There are
errors in the presented works of
that group just as Man comes along
and tampers with all groups to suit
his own perceptions of that which
HE discerns the higher ene;::
meant to somehow project.
Germain? Germain is one of my
closest associates and beloved
friends. Dharma writes, and has
written, books and volumes of
material from Germain--often to
contact his beloved workers such
as J.S. of Mt. Shasta, etc.

ST. GERMAIN
I have had many inquiries regarding my perceptions of connections with St. Germain and various
gir.miin who claim heading by
I ask not to be pinned
down as’ to various groups for I
wish all men to discern through information and knowledge gained
that it be YOUR opinion and not
that of another--be the other ethereal or human--all groups, beings
and humans will give ou clues by
which to discern Tru x and many,
even if they deviate into the human
path too greatly, still give great
measures of Truth and ultimate1
YOU MUST DECIDE AND DI syCERN FOR SELF.
IF THOSE
ONES FAIL TO LOOK INTO OR
AT ANOTHER’S PERCEPTION--

Germain is of the violet ray of
transmutation and an alchemist el
superb. As we move higher in dimensional experience we forget
that you ones must blend from the
manifested and Germain remains
much more closely connected to
Earth Man in connection to our
o I.
politics and science than, say, CT
The United States is Germain’s
MAJOR focus just as Planet Earth
Shan) is the MAJOR focus of the
L hristed Energy at this time.
Higher in the steps is Michael of
the archangelic realm who is also
focused on Planet Earth. You will
find Gabriel right there, also, for
you see, with each civilization
(speaking general1 of a focus of a
planet) there are x e guardians and
they will be recognized by whatever a given culture or language
roup reco nizes them.
%NES MUiT COME INTOyE
ALIZATION THAT THERE ARE
MANY STEPS BETWEEN YOU
AND THE ULTIMATE “ONE”
SOURCE OF “ALL”.
Some of
you are read for the “ALL” but
most are sti Y1 in kindergarten in
our journey to perfection and
h owled e. That does not mean
that Go d will abandon ou until
you “get there”, you wil7 be nurtured and loved and tended like the
wondrous garden of budding flowers that you.ARE.. AT the moment
Vol.
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the crops are infested with destructive
insects
and
molds/mildews and about to erish--no more and no less--but 8 od
has other laces in the Creation
upon whit R ou can continue to
ex erience--H L
GONE
HAS
PREPARED
F B RTH
AND
PLACEMENT FOR ALL WHO
WILL COME AND HE HAS
PREPARED THEM ACCORDING TO YOUR OWN LEVEL OF
PROGRESSION AND COMFORT
OF PLACEMENT.
That which you perceive to be so
wondrous about a place like Earth
is that it is all you can perceive.
As you look back on the experience from a higher viewpoint, you
will realize it was quite base,
cruel, painful and still, the most
valuable of all experiences for it is
where ou learn to discern and
make clToices which allow soul to
grow for all physical passes by the
way. Now where will YOU go?
Wherever you EXPECT to go for
you will act in such manner that
you will simply go wherever you
expect to go. Some of you more
humble ones will find that you
aren’t as pure as you proclaimed
and some of you who perceive
ourselves very short of perfection
51ave actual1 that spark of Truth
within whit ii gets you to a very
wondrous place indeed.
To P.B. of Canada, I suggest ou
et THE RAINBOW MAST BRS
I ournal if you have it not--for it is
mostly orchestrated by lGermain.
Germain also writes much for the
Journals throu h both secretaries,
Druthea and fi harma; and much
advice regarding
very human
physical matters, via Thomas.
Now as to the workings of this
transition time and Command-line
as you interpret higherarchy. We
do not recognize anything such as
ou have on Earth--however, we
i ave to use structure and identification which you can somehow understand. That means that I have
to utilize military structure, predominantly, for your government
gives even worse example. Number one: we have no “Royalty” although on some planets there is an
accepted “King’‘--for ou have no
a top-perbetter word to identi
son. We are given i nctions according to our capabilities and no
#7

other reason--not seniority nor
“education”.
We simply serve
where we are capable but you do
have to have ones “in-charge” to
maintain flow in orderliness. For
instance, there is gross misunderstanding regarding “Ashtar” and I
make a lot of Earth enemies at this
point for “Ashtar” s eaks to a lot
of Earth-based peop Pe--or used to!
“Ash;,;oC&mFd”
is ex;;t:$ra$
-a
”command” . Thereawill be one
who heads the Command and that
one is known as “Ashtar”. This
can be hard to accept if you think
it to be a s ecific beauteous darkhaired, wi Bowed- eak masculine
human who looks f ike a handsome
God. He may or may not. “It” is
a total comprehensive corn uter
system of incredible magnitu tfe. I
do not know how you would recognize a computer which is some
equivalent to ten s uare miles if
manifested.
That t-?
oes not mean
that the entities in charge are a
computer. The one you would call
“Ashtar” is an entit of extreme1
high status.
T H AT TOd
MAND” is in overall charge of the
various fleets come for observation
and fleet operations if evacuation is
required spontaneously.
It is further at standby for what we can refer to, for lack of better description, lift-off for reason of
global devastation, etc.--to simply
get you off the place prior to
devastating changes as the planet
goes into major cleansing and
detoxification phase.
Anything
short of atmospheric annihilation
can be cleansed by simpl rotation
of continents into/out-o P the sea
and reestablishing life-forms. This
is where comes the perception that
Man evolved from the sea--because
it appeared after . great. cyclic
changes that all avada le life- orm
was from the sea--and so be it.
But there was also the establishment--again, of rather primitive
Man to reestablish experience anew
for all newly created souls must
have experience and teachers and
thus and so--this is the thought
projection of God-Creator as Creation is formed in various facets of
existence.
Soul is immortal but
new beginnings of perception must
be accommodated.
PERCEPTIONS

LIMITED

Man can only project that which

MAN perceives--as
with vour
evangelists for instance--it do& not
mean that the perceptions are correct for they are almost ALWAYS
incorrect for you have no ability to
view from the mountain, so to
speak.
Let us look specifically at a clipping sent to me: April, 91: Astronomers find new space entity.
Astronomers have found a mysterious obJect about 100 billion times
as massrve as the Sun, and they say
it is either the largest black hole
ever found or a completely new,
unexplained phenomenon.
“The huge mass and its great concentration and darkness are puzzling and unlike any found previousl ,” said Joss Bland-Hawthorn
of ii ice University, one of the
discoverers.
The object’s mass is roughly equal
to that of all the stars in the Milk
Way galaxy, Bland-Hawthorn sai cr.
Yet it is compressed into a space
10,000 times smaller.
Ah, the wondrous things left to be
unfolded. Yes: I know what it is
but obviously NO ONE on your
placement does. Don’t tell me that
so and so knows and he/she is on
our lacement. IF THEY KNOW
rT 2 AME NOT FROM YOUR
PLACE-does an of this begin to
have meaning? Pf I told you what
that is and it turns out to be correct-- ou STILL GOT IT FROM
SOM&WHERE OTHER THAN
ON YOUR PLACE! I am not going to tell you, however, for that is
for you to place in realization. I
will tell you that it is very, very
important--“important”
that which has great impacE?;:
largest numbers of beings.
You
see, “important” doesn’t mean
“good”: it means marked b or
indicative of si nificant wo rx or
consequence. 2%is is just example
for illustration: Adolf Hitler might
be considered by some to be far
more “important to the world than
was “Jesus Christ”--certainly he
would rank right up near the top
“since” that time.
Many of the
most “important” clues within the
Ho1 Books have NOT BEEN
CO&JPTED
IN TOTAL FOR
THEY WERE NOT UNDERSTOOD WELL ENOUGH TO
CORRUPT .THEM--THAT
“PHE.
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NOMENON” IN YOUR HEAVENS IS ONE OF THEM!
I request that we write a bit more
follow-on to yesterday’s subject
and we can take up current daily
events later today, perhaps. There
are things going on like the preliminary
assa e of the “Free
Trade Bi R” I%HICH SHOULD
HAVE YOU TERRIFIED!, but as
I said, “man cannot live by bread
You must come into
alone”.
understanding
how thin s REALLY work and that be Hongs to
the soul. I do ask that Dru s recent scripting be included anywhere alon with these writings for
Sananda, 8 ermain, Michael and
ME are oing to give you a load to
carry. If it causes “overload” I can
only ask that ou go back and
catch up on the 73ack Journals, etc.
You cannot expect to start ostgraduate level and comprehen B it if
ou are not even in grade one.
4;se “reason”, beloved ones, for
Truth may fall all over you but if
you are not prepared--you won’t
see it.
Salu, for I AM--by any label. I
touch ye gently, chelas, for I find
ye ones indeed worthy.
S/24/91 #2 HATONN
TODAY
May I be so bold as to point out a
few items for your consideration.
I need not make much comment-just YOU pay attention as I take
just a few items from today’s Wall
Street Journal and see HOW
MANY OF YOU PICKED THEM
UP AND WHAT DO YOU
THINK ABOUT THEM? WHEN
IT COMES TO THE BANKING
SITUATION--PLEASE
PAY
CLOSE ATTENTION FOR THIS
IS A GLOBAL THING, NO
MATTER WHAT “THEY” TELL
YOU.
BUSH/KUWAIT
“Outrage Boils over the postwar policies, of Kuwait’s royal
rulers.
The anger goes beyond the
quick trials and harsh sentencesfor
accused traitors. Comments by
Kuwait’s ambassador to the U.S.
in a TV interview that Kuwait
doesn ‘t need lectures from Ameri#7

cans on judicial practices rther
fan the flames.
7he I?uwaitis
seem to have slipped back to a
state of rewar arrogance” fumes
Rep. AC& r-man, a Democrat who
backed sending U.S. troops to free
Kuwait.
Bush o@cials stay low key despite Kuwait’s slowness to move
toward democracy. The emir gives
the U.S. . only vague promises
abeo”,09tn
a spectfic date for
. a uwattts are noncommittal on giving women equal
righa.
Mtadle East Watch, a
human ri hts group, sa s that
over 100, %00 residents wi 0 have
Kuwaiti mothers and foreign fathers are denied benefits.
“Given Kuwait’s actions, I’m
confused about what the high noble
purpose of this war was,” says
Washington bank chairman Joe
Albritton.
Undoubtedly there is promise
better--closer to home:

of

President Bush marked the
89th anniversary of Cuban independence Monday by calling for a
free press there, the right to organize political parties and free and
fair elections under International
supervision. He challenged Fidel
Castro to let Cuba live in peace
with its neighbors, promising that
if Mr. Castro made such changes,
relationsbetween our two countries
would “significantly”improve. He
focused, in short, not on Mr. Castro, but on the need for Cubans to
pick their leaders by a democratic
process.
On the same day, the president
said he would oppose the li_fing of
trade sanctions on Iraq so long as
Sad&m Hussein was in power.
He did not call or a vote in Iraq.
The preside d
spokesman called
attention to a recent speech by
deputy national security adviser,
Robert Gates (yes, the one up for
head of the CIA), to the American
Society of Newspaper Editors.
Mr. Gates also focused on Sad+am, not on ending the Baath
fggyhQ&~
f$fezg
a fair
This seems odd. It is Saddam,
not Fidel Castro, who has been
He has
calling for democracy.

agreed to grant the Kurds autonomy within a looser federal Iraq,
and he has stated that press freedoms, the rule of law and elections throughout Iraq would be a
more acceptable guarantee of the
rig&s of the op o&ion than a
Western military Porce or even the
U.N. sect&y squad, which he has
whittled down to 500 men armed
only with handcuffs. He seems to
be responding to the demands
stated two ears earlier in London
by Ira i SKiites and Kurds, of the
right, 7ejl and center, or democracy and the rule o law as a
dun&e
rotection o their rights
within tRe present d ounaizries o
Iraq; and to the same dema Id
presented during Operation Desert
Shield by 21 political parties, including all major opposition
groups.

nomic reform by Moscow. Ihe
President said he hasn ‘t received a
formal aid request, but noted that
Gorbachev is sending an envoy to
Washington next week to discuss
economic issues.

Oh well, guess they lied to you
about the need for the Iraq war,
after all--how many of you have
noticed?

The House a reed to EXTEND
BUSH’S SPEC BAL AUTHORITY
TRADE
NEGOTIATE
ZEEMENTS
THE WAY FOR T&;E;T;nT;
WITH MEXICO.
means Bush can submit trade accords that aren ‘t subject to legislative amendments which are all
under regulations A ready in his
power). But the House reserved
the ri ht to make revisions if the
act f oesn’t include promised lai or and environmental protec-

And, again, crime will be encouraged and abetted by your government:
The Supreme ‘Court has said that
they will completely repeal the
statute known as RICO (Racketeer
Injluenced and Corru t Organizations law) if major re3orms are not
quick in coming--Dan Quayle has
taken up the banner and reforms
are ex ected to be forthcoming
shortly.P
Now for more
Bush:

on Quayle

and

Bush readies vetoes to block
Democrats, who hope for political
ains: Leading the White House
ffit list: bills restricting strikebreakers and mandatin parental
leave. Administrationoh cials vow
o enly to veto a defense bill that
Pails to find the B-2 bomber and
SDI. They talk rivately of vetoing legislation tIis cuts spending
on the space station, a pet project
of Darman and Quayle.
And, money,
money aplenty:

money--must

be

Bush responded to increasingly
open Soviet pleas or jinancial
help, saying he woulci be backing a
Western aid package tied to eco.)
.
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Ok, so you just ave them another
1 l/2 Billion do flam in grain--that
comes up to 3.5 Billion now and
growing, for this does not consider
the private commitments made by
rivate grain growers when GorEachev visited in the U.S. YOU
HAVE NO RESERVE, DEAR
LITTLE AMERICANS! THIS little package now bein referred to
is in the amount of 0 100 Billion
(one hundred billion dollars). So
be it.
But Bush is on a roll, let us not
slacken now:

ti0Il.T.

The trade talks are like1 to
accelerate what is already L exice ‘s greatest economic upsurge in
a decade----and the abolition of
American industrial strength! !!!
But, the best is yet to come--hold
your breath if you have missed this
one. The banks, S&L’s and Insurance companies have not stripped
you quite far enough into total
overty and destruction so we now
Rave a nice new one for you-thepeople:
A HOUSE
PANEL
ENDORSED AN OVERHF4&L&2~
DEPRESSION-ERA
BANK LAWS AFTER VOTING
IN FAVOR OF THE BANKING
SEVERAL
INDUSTRY
ON
AMENDMENTS.
This banking
panel by 36-O vote:

#7

bill

cleared

A proval of the measure,
whit R contains MANY OF THE
BUSH
ADMINISTRATION’S
PROPOSALS, sharply boosts the
grsf;;ts
or enactment of .compretfanktng legtslatton thts
year.
It came afrer a day ofpro-bank
votes that exempted nearly 80% of
the nation’s banks from the CornmunityReinvestmentAct and gutted
an earlier amendment that could
i;;ksslowed
expansion by large
Under the bill the Financial InstitutionsSubcommittee is sending
to the fill committee, banks would
be allowed to establish nationwide
bmnch networks, af iate with securities firms (u2 oubtedly more
honest than the S&L’s) and become parts of holding companies
thai are owned by industrial car
pomtions. Elements of the plan to
modernize the banking system still
face significant legislti’ve obstacles, BUT TREASURY OFFICIALS AND OTHER BACKERS
STREAMLINED
GFWS (ESPECIALLY THEBFy:
ERAL RESERVE
CORPORATION) WERE DELIGHTED BY
THE PANEL’S ENDORSEMENT
OF MAJOR SECTIONS OF A
BILL THAT APPEARED TO
HAVE LITTLE CHANCE JUST A
MONTH AGO.
“This unanimous vote changes
the dynamics” of the debate over
how to moderntze banking laws,
“The
said Rep. John LaFalce.
36-O vote increases the &a~.~;$
passage dramatically. ”
Yingling, chief lobbyist for the
American Bankers Association,
said the breadth o the House
panel’s bill will hefp build momentum for comprehensive legislation in the Senate Banking Committee. The Senate panel is in the
early stages of trying to build consensus on its version of the bill,
etc., etc., etc.
I won’t take time herein to list subcommittee and committee members
but I ask you to take your Congressional handbook and look at
the list. Then I want you to go to
the Trilateral Commission
and
Council on Foreign Relations and
do a little crosg checking--good
luck, WORLD!

NOW FOR THE WHOPPER
WHICH WILL SHOW YOU THE
CONNECTIONS WHICH YOU
MIGHT MISS IF TODAY WAS
HEAVY ON OTHER READING
FOR YOU WON’T GET A SECOND CHANCE FROM THE
MEDIA OR PRESS.

tightening nooses and honing axes
for the demise of the planet as you
know it. Just one more day in the
halls of “injustice” while you-theeople consume the poison bite b
rlite. By the way, the “camel is ai+
ready inside the tent--waving its
tail at you. ”

While you might think this is a
singular effort to hook up the Securities racket into the Banking
s stem only in America-- ou
s41ould see what Great Britain ii as
ALREADY DONE and, just this
day, what Japan is doing:

I don’t know about you--but I can’t
stand an more so let us allow you
to read ror selves--you just have to
remember to read between the lines
and know what to look for. Good
luck. I do not., at this point, see
how you are gomg to get out of it.

Japanese Bank Liberalization:
Japanese banking regulators received drafi proposals for dese reating the securities and banf ing
%usiness.

Thank you for your attention and
your service--this old road can be
quite wondrous if we walk of it together for I know the way to where
we wish to go. Salu.

Under the aus ices of the Finance Minist ‘s Banking bureau,
the Financia7 System Research
Council hopes to make formal its
recommendations--largely
stafls
what the nancial indust
expected--witRin two weeks. iiie Securities Exchange Council may act
on the draft today.

To clear, please.

Ihe plan callsfor mutual entry
by banks and securities Jirms into
each group ‘s business through
dedicated subsidiaries. For example, new laws would re uire separate unitsfor traditiona4 securities
dealings and trust banking, ana’
allow commercial banking by longterm credit banks.. . and so it goes.
But what of this?
Saudi Arabia seeks war loans:
Saudi Ambiu is said to be seeking
a $2.5 billion loan from major
Saudi banks to help meet some
GulfWar costs. The kin dom this
month signed a $4.5 bil fion credit
with a group of foreign banks, its
first dollar borrowing in more
than two decades (no, don’t
The Islamic probreathe yet).
scription against usury makes
borrowing a sensitive subject.
Saudi Arabia is expected to use
both loans to pay the $8 billion
still owed of its $13.5 billion contribution to the U.S. to pay a
share of the war’s cost.
Breathe now! Is this some kind of
craz and unusual day in the news
wor rd? No, just a regular day of
”
.
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SANANDA

UNDERSTANDING

YOUR

Greetings precious Druthea. I AM
Sananda. I come in the service of
Holy God/Aton of Light, Truth,
Wisdom and Glor . This day I
will further clari & and describe
that which is occurring u on your
plane in this time-frame oP history.
Your species and planet Shan
(Earth) is ex eriencing a spiritual
REVOLUTI 8 N, which means,
recognizing, challenging,, than ing
and discarding the sptritual Palse
and “archaic” ways, so that you
can surmount your stagnant condition and method of ada ting to
limited ego-separate “be ief’ indoctrination.
The reason for this
“revolution” is that you are making
room for our Spiritual RENAISSANCE &at is your New Birth
Resurreition and Revival of God:
Light Truth gained from personally
accessing the Divine Knowledge
of your Spirit
and Wisdom
WITHIN.

f

Just as the levival of letters and
art in Europe marked the Historical Renaissance or transition from
medieval to modern history representing the rebirth of civilization
out of archaic creative suppression
to a period of time (rou hly 14th
through 16th century) o4 relative
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abundant artistic expression and
freedom, so too is your species experiencing a “Spiritual” transition
or Renaissance.
The Great Creative Movement of
Spirit is sin in its song of CREATION in t.fA
e carts of ALL who
choose to hear. Ones who attune
themselves to the Holy Vibration
of God/Creator/Creation WITHIN
and WITHOUT, will experience
conscious1
THE
BURNING
DEATH crF l-TIE ILLUSION OF
SEPARAlTON FROM GodlAtonlCreation.
Out of the ashes you
ones will be reborn.. .resurrected
from your sleepy semi-conscious
state in which you have long existed and that is, the “altered” egoseparation experienced in your
physical-dense vibration illusion.
Many of you have been in this creative unfoldment process for some
years already. Many of you notice
that TIME as ou measure it seems
to be spee(Ying up and your
“lessons” have often been frequent,
difficult and stressful especially
due to increased intensity of the
unfolding, understanding and releasing process.
Be aware, chelas, that the spiritual
work ou are accomplishing in this
time h ame IS intensified, magnified and CONSTANT.
Many of
you no lon er have the luxury of
‘time” and f ack of “experience” to
claim innocence and ignorance of
s iritual Truth and so your CON!?CIENCE is moving you as fast as
possible to learn and discern
QUICKLY that you can shed the
DhvsicaI attachments as well as
‘ahered EGO” illusions.
:gC)
ARE IN TRANSITION.
ARE CLAIMING YOUR SPIRITUAL RENAISSANCE. The chosen path of many of you to attain
“graduation” involves the releasing
of YOUR ADVERSARY WITHIN.
This time-frame represents
your spiritual-rebirth opportunity
and the process in itself 1s creating
your spiritual revolution.. .your inner battle to resurrect YOUR
SPIRIT WITHIN from the self-imposed prison., of which you have
forgotten existed.
You can remember NOW.
Because of
God/Aton’s INFINITE grace and
wisdom, you ones are NOW given
the opportunity to AWAKEN to
the call of the MIGHTY PRESENCE
OF
GOD/ATON/CRE-

ATION WITHIN
YOU HEAR?!?

YOU!!

DO

Thank you for your attention.
I
AM Sananda, One With GOD, in
service to Light of God/Aton’s
Holy, Divine PRESENCE, and to
you my brethren. Thank you precious little sister, Druthea. Salu.
********
NETWORKING
We continually receive phone calls
from those of you who are feeling
isolated in their particular area of
the country. If you are interested
in meeting others in your region
who share in the Phoenix material,
write to America West giving us
permission to network and we will
connect you with others.
CONSTITUTION KIT
For those who want to know how
they can help save our Constitution--we now are offering a detailed kit of information about our
government and the Constitution to
help in preserving our freedoms.
The kit 1s available to individuals
or groups for $8.00 per kit, or for
$20 POST PAID wnh RAPE OF
THE CONSTITUTION book included.

Satan’s Drummers
Privac In a Fishbowl
Cry o 2 The Phoenix
Crucifixion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P.*
*Rape, Ravag e, Pillage and Plunder of the Phoenix
Rape of The Constitution
You Can Slay The Dragon
The Naked Phoenix
Blood And Ashes
Firestorm In Babylon
The Mossad Connection
Creation, The Sacred Universe
Pleiades Connection, Return Of
The Phoenix Vol. I
Burnt Offerings and Bloodstained
Sands
Shrouds Of The Seventh Seal
The Bitter Communion
Counterfeit. Blessings
F;5Phoenlx
Express Vol’s I & II
The Phoenix Express Vol’s III &
IV ($15)
The Phoenix Express Vol’s V &
VI ($15)
The rice is $10 per JOURNAL
(EXE)EPTING EX-PRESS) 10%
discount on orders of 4 or more.
California residents add 6% sales
tax. Add shipping, UPS $3.25 and
$1.00 each additional or U.S. Mail
!$~d~.50~; first title and $1 .OOeach
Write for *Quantity Discount.
Available from America West or
your Local Distributor.

SEMINARS
George & Desire6 Green will
speak June 7, 1991, 7 PM at Royce
Hotel Ballroom, 1601 Belvedere
W. Palm Beach, Florida
Rd.,
Admission $5.00 CA11 Kip (407)
533-0703
June 15, 1991, l-4 PM at Midway
Motor Inn, Dorsett & I-270, St.
Admission $20.00
Louis, MO.
Call Mike Babcock
(314) 3431849
THE PHOENIX
JOURNALS:
Sipapu Odysse
And Thev CaYled His Name Immanuel, I*Am Sananda
Space-Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From
Hell
The Rainbow Masters
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Vol.

XIII

Express is $20 per 13 ISSUES for
U.S. & Canada (including back
issues for current Volume) or $75
er 52 ISSUES.
FOREIGN is
P30 per 13 (1 Vol.) $110 per 52
issues.
Send orders and Payments to:
America West Distributors, P.O.
Box 986, Tehachapi, CA. 93581.
For credit card orders or book catalog and sample newsletter call
l/800-729-4131.
For personal inquiries or other purposes, please
call l/805-822-9655.
We are all manufacturers--some
make good,’ others make trouble
and still others make excuses.
If ou have tried to do somethin
an (srfailed, you are vastly better oi!i
than if you had tried to do nothing
and succeeded.
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